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The IPH10E / IPH10JE horizontal lifting clamps are for use in the lifting and transfer in horizontal position of non-sagging 

materials or of bundles of non-sagging material. These clamps must be used in pairs or more.

The IPHOZ horizontal lifting clamp is to be used for lifting and transferring, in the horizontal position, of thin sheet and other 

materials that will sag or bend when lifted. These clamps must be used in pairs or more.

The IPH10 horizontal lifting clamps with spring loaded tension have a pretension feature that allows the user to attach the 

clamps to the material for horizontal lifting and transfer of non-sagging material. These clamps must be used in pairs or more.

The IPHNM10 horizontal lifting clamps have a pretension feature that allows the user to attach the clamps to the material for 

horizontal lifting and transfer of non-sagging material. To be used where material surface must not be damaged. These clamps 

must be used in pairs or more.

The IPPE10 type clamp is suitable for lifting and transferring bundles of non-bendable sheets of metal in a horizontal position. 

The jaw opening can be easily adjusted for the height of the bundle or plate. The IPPE10 has magnets in the footplate. This 

allows one person to operate multiple clamps at the same time when lifting loads. These clamps must be used in pairs or more.

The IPPE10BNM lifting clamps may be used for virtually all applications, where the objects that are to be lifted or transported 

require optimal protection against surface damage. This also applies to materials with a very smooth surface, composites, 

plates with a protective cover or hard surface plates. These clamps have to be used in pairs.

The IPBC horizontal lifting clamps have a pretension feature that allows the user to attach the clamps to the material for 

horizontal lifting and transfer of sagging and non-sagging material. These clamps may also be used to handle material that will 

be used in shears, bending and rolling machines or other fabrication equipment. May also be used for turning beams from the 

“H” into the “I” position.

The IPU10 vertical lifting clamp is used for lifting, turning, moving or vertical transfer of sheet, plates, or fabrications from 

horizontal to vertical and down to horizontal (180°) as needed. The hinged hoisting eye allows for the clamp to place and lift the 

load from any direction, or with a multiple leg sling without side-loading the clamp.

The IPNM10N vertical lifting clamp is used for lifting, turning, moving or vertical transfer of sheet, plates, or fabrications from 

horizontal to vertical and down to horizontal (180°) as needed without marring the surface of the material. Materials such as 

aluminum, stainless steel, painted materials, aircraft skins, composite material, glass, plastic, etc., can be lifted without marring. 

Will not mar, or scratch the material surface.

The IPNM10P vertical lifting clamp is used for lifting, turning, moving or vertical transfer of sheet, plates, or fabrications from 

horizontal to vertical and down to horizontal (180°) as needed without marring the surface of the material. Materials such as 

aluminum, stainless steel, painted materials, aircraft skins, composite material, glass, plastic, etc., can be lifted without marring. 

The protective cover reduces the risk of damage to surrounding plates. Will not mar, or scratch the material surface.

The IPU10A automatically clicks onto the material as soon as the clamp is placed on the plate. The fact that the safety lock 

remains in position as the clamp closes precludes hazardous situations. Fastening the IPU10A clamp in places that are difficult 

to reach is no problem.
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The IPHGZ, IPHGUZ horizontal lifting clamps have a pretension locking feature that allows the user to attach the clamps to 

the material for horizontal lifting and transfer of sagging and non-sagging material. These clamps may also be used to handle 

material that will be used in shears, bending and rolling machines or other fabrication equipment. May also be used to move 

and lift structural shapes such as I-Beams, H-beams etc.

The IPBK10 beam clamp is used for lifting, transferring and stacking H-Beams.  A ring-center hoist eye allows for the beam 

flange to remain vertical. This series of clamps can be used in vertical and horizontal moving, transferring and stacking of 

different types of structural designs, such as H-Beams, angles, etc, depending on the application desired.

The IPVZ / IPVUZ beam clamp is used for vertical lift and transfer of angle iron and other loads that have only a small gripping 

area for the clamp (“U” has universal hoisting eye). This series of clamps can be used in vertical and horizontal moving, 

transferring and stacking of different types of structural designs, such as H-beams, angles, etc, depending on the application 

desired.

The IPBHZ beam clamp is used for lifting, transferring and stacking I-Beams & H-Beams.  An ring-center hoist eye allows 

for the beam flange to remain vertical. This series of clamps can be used in vertical and horizontal moving, transferring and 

stacking of different types of structural designs, such as H-Beams, angles, etc, depending on the application desired.

The IPBSNZ beam clamp is used for lifting, transferring and stacking I-Beams.  An ring-center hoist eye allows for the beam 

flange to remain vertical. This series of clamps can be used in vertical and horizontal moving, transferring and stacking of 

different types of structural designs, such as H-Beams, angles, etc, depending on the application desired.

The IPTK & IPTKW series beam clamp is suitable for use as a temporary tackle eye for a beam.

The IPTKU series beam clamp has an improved hinged hoisting eye that increases the loading angles and an optional new 

double locking device.

This anchor clamp is suitable as an anchor device for one person, with a personal fall arrest (sheradised and with double 

locking) system.

The IPSTARTEC11 beam clamp has been specially developed for lifting with the body in vertical position, controlled tilting, 

transportation and stacking of steel “H” and “I” profiles.  By placing the chain guide in the appropriate position, it is easy to 

switch from lifting to tilting and back again, which shifts the center of gravity.
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The IPDV drum clamp is for vertical lift and transfer. Allows drum to remain in an upright position during the lift and transfer 

using one clamp.

The IPVK drum clamp is for vertical lift and transfer. Automatically locks on drum, and can be used alone or in pairs.

The IPCC is suitable for the vertical lifting and transfer of concrete pipe sections and wells. Very easy application and removal 

of the clamp thanks to the built-in carrying-grips. Normally used in combination with 7mm chain (not supplied). These clamps 

must be used in pairs or more.

The IPSC10 screw style clamp is for positioning, pulling and turning plates or fabrications.

The IPBTO10 shipbuilding clamp is used as a temporary tackle eye in spaces which have been reinforced with HP (bulb) 

profiles such as engine rooms and shipsections.  This clamp is fitted with a screwed spindle for easy attachment of the clamp.  

The moment a load is applied, the clamp is automatically fixed.

The IPBUZ shipbuilding clamps are used for lifting, transferring and placing bulb profiles onto ship’s hulls perpendicularly. 

These clamps are fitted with a locking device for both open and closed positions, which ensures complete reliability.  They are 

to be used exclusively for bulb profiles (not for plates).

The IPSBU(U)Z shipbuilding clamps are used for the lifting, transfer and placing of complete shipsections.  These clamps 

are fitted with a locking device for both open and closed positions, which ensures complete reliability.  They are to be used 

exclusively for bulb profiles (not for plates).
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